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ABSTRACT. A moment inequality is proved for sums of independent
random
variables in the Lorentz spaces LPtq, thus extending an inequality of Rosenthal.
The latter result is used in combination
with a square function inequality
to give a proof of a Banach space isomorphism theorem.
Further moment
inequalities are also proved.

1. Introduction.
First some notation and standard terminology. Let (M, E, m)
be a measure space. For 1 < p < oo and 0 < q < co the Lorentz space Lp,q(M) is
the collection of all measurable f on M such that

ll/llp'?=(pí°°r(í)9í9/P"lc/í)

" <<X

11/Hp.oo=esssupí1/p/*(í)

(°<(7<°°)

<oo,

t>0

where /* denotes the decreasing rearrangement
of |/|. Note that LPtP(M) is just
the Lebesgue space LP(M) and that Lp>00 is the space weak-Lp. The LPA spaces
arise in the Lions-Peetre Ä"-method of interpolation: in particular,

LP,q = Ilpi . LP2]e,q, where 1/p = (1 - 6)/pi + 0/p2Standard

facts about LPi9 and the /¿"-method will be used throughout;

these may

be found in, for example, [13 and 1].
To avoid awkward formulae we reserve the letter C to denote a positive constant
(whose precise value may change from line to line) depending only on the parameters
p, q, etc. We write A ~ B when there exists such a constant C with (1/C)A <

B<CA.
In [11] Rosenthal proved the following moment inequality for independent
metric random variables defined on a probability space (Ü, T,P).
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Given 2 < p < co there exists a constant

C, depending only on p,

such that
(1)
max

5>*

<

fc=i

k=i

l/p>

< Cmax

E*

fc=l

for all independent

symmetric

random variables Xi,X¡,

.£
2

ll**ll

\k=l

■■■,Xn in Lp(ü).

In this paper we give some extensions and applications of Rosenthal's inequality.
In §2 we prove an analogue for the Lvq norm of a sum of independent symmetric
random variables. In §3 we show how (1) can be used in conjunction with a square
function inequality of Stein to give a short proof of an isomorphism result from [8].
The paper concludes with some further consequences of Stein's inequality.
Finally, we should like to thank Bill Johnson and Joel Zinn for several enlightening conversations about Rosenthal's inequality, and Gideon Schechtman for showing
us the short proof of Proposition 3.1.

2. Extension
to LVA. Given a measurable function / on a measure space
(M,T,,m) define its distribution
dj by d/(t) = rrc({|/| > t}), and given random
variables /i, /2, • ■■, /n on the probability space Í7 define the disjoint sum, denoted

]C/c=i©/*:!

to be any function / on (0,oo) with dj(t) = Y^=idfk(t).

Recall

also that the intersection of two Lorentz spaces LPuqi(0,oo) and LP2¡q2(0,oo) is a
quasi-Banach space under the quasi-norm max(||/||Pliîl,
||/||P2,g2).

LEMMA 2.1.

LetO <r < s <oo, 0<6

<1, and 0 < q < oo. Then

[Lr,LT n Ls]e,q = Lr n [Lr, Ls]$tq,
where Lp denotes Lp(0, oo) throughout.

PROOF. It is easily seen that \Lr,Lr n Ls]g<q Cí,íl
[LT,Ls]giq. To show the
reverse inclusion fix / G Lr n [Lr, Ls]g^q and let K(t) = K(t, f; LT,LTC\ Ls). Then

for t > 1, K(t) < H/IJV= K(t,f;Lr,Lr).

For t < 1 we use Holmstedt's formula [7]:

set I/o = 1/r - 1/s, then

/f(í)<nr/(o,íQ)i|r
+ íiir/(r,oo)i|LrnLS
<iir/(o,iQ)iir+i|ir/(ia,oo)i|s+i||/i|r
~K(t,f;Lr,Ls)
The desired inclusion now follows easily.

+ K(t,f;Lr,Lr).
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Given 2 < p < 00 and 0 < q < 00, there exists a constant

C

only on p and q) such that

(2)
1

— max
C

RANDOM VARIABLES

£**
fe=i

<

£©**
fc=i

£**
it=i

< Cmax

PA

E©*

£**

fe=i

/or a// independent

symmetric

random variables Xi,X2,-

fc=i

P,9,

■■,Xn in Lp,9(fi).

PROOF. It is convenient to take O to be [0,1]N with the product measure and
to denote a typical element of fi by the sequence s = (si, s2, ■■■)■ First observe
that the theorem simply reduces to Rosenthal's inequality in the case p = q. Define

a linear operator T: L0(0,oo) — L0(U x [0,1]) by T(f) = J^=1 fk(sk)rk(t), where
fk(sk) = f(k —l + sk) and rk(t) is the fcth Rademacher function. Then by (1) T is
a bounded operator (in fact an isomorphic embedding) from ¿2(0,00) n Lp(0,00)
into LP(Q x [0,1]) for p > 2. So by Lemma 2.1 and Marcinkiewicz interpolation
T is bounded from ¿2(0,00) n LPiî(0,00) into Lp¡q(U x [0,1]), which proves the
right-hand inequality of (2). Now
n
£

k=\

<c £**
fc=i

P.q

since p > 2, and so to prove the left-hand inequality it is enough to show that

£exfc
k=l

<c £**
it=i p,q

Since X)fc=i Xk has the same distribution as 5Zfc=i Xk(s)rk(t), by the generalization
of Khintchine's inequality to lattices [10, Theorems l.d.6 and 2.b.ll] it is enough

to show that
71
£©^
k=l

<c
p.q

\ 1/2 I

<k=l

and this follows from [5, Corollary 2.7] for p > 2.
REMARK 2.3. Further inequalities for sums of random variables in LPi<Jare
proved in [4]. These are used in [5] to study the subspace structure of LPiQ(0,00).
The problem of interpolating between arbitrary intersections of Lp spaces along the
lines of Lemma 2.1 is solved in [6].

3. Further results. Let Yp denote the space Lp(0,00) n¿2(0,00)
and Lp(0,00) + L2(0,00) for 0 < p < 2. Note that

for 2 < p < 00

ii/iiyp~iir/(o,i)iiP + nr/(i,oo)ii2
and that (Yp)* = Yq if p > 1 and if 1/p + 1/q = 1. Using the operator T of
Theorem 2.2 we give a proof of the beautiful theorem from [8] which states that
Yp and Lp(0,1) are isomorphic Banach spaces for 1 < p < 00. This is a rather
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different approach from that of [8], in which a stochastic integral with respect to a
symmetrized Poisson process is used to embed Yp into Lp. We need the following
square function inequality, which follows easily from a result of Stein. It is also
implicit in a result of Bryc and Kwapieñ [2].

PROPOSITION3.1. Let 1 < p < oo and let (7k)^=1 be independent sub-o-fields
of 7. There exists Cp such that
1/2

\1/2|

£w*lflb))!

<cD

u=l

£/*2
\k=i

for all n> 1 and for all /i, /2, • • •, /n in Lp(Cl).
PROOF. This is a theorem of Stein [12] when (7k)kl=1 is replaced by an increasing
sequence ($k)k=i of sub-tr-fields. Let Qk and Qk be the sub-cr-fields generated by
U¿=i 7%and \S¡-n_k7i,
respectively. Applying Stein's square function inequality
first with respect to (Qk)k=i ano^ then witn respect to (9k)k=i

THEOREM 3.2.

gives the result.

Yp and Lp(0,1) are isomorphic for 1 < p < oo.

PROOF. Take Q to be [0,1]N as in Theorem 2.2 and identify 7 with the sub-afield {F x [0,1] : F G 7} of the product rr-field in Q x [0,1]. It was observed in the
proof of Theorem 2.2 that the operator

T: Yp —►
LP(Q x [0,1]) is an isomorphic

embedding for 2 < p < oo. Define P: Lp(ü x [0,1]) -> LP(Q x [0,1]) by
OO

P(f) = Y,E(frk\sk)rk(t)
*=i
(recall that si, S2, ■■■ are the independent coordinates of an element s in Q). Then
P is a selfadjoint projection onto the range of T. To see that P is bounded for
1 < p < oo, note that by Khintchine's inequality and Proposition 3.1 we have
\ 1/2

J2(E(frk\sk))2)

\\Pf\\t

>Jc=l

p
1/2

<CP

£Wrfc|7))5
fc=i

J2E(frk\7)rk
k=l

But

J2E(frk\7)rk

<CV

fc=i
for 1 < p < oo : this is just the conditional form of the well-known fact that the
Rademacher sequence spans a complemented subspace of Lp. Since P is selfadjoint
it follows that P is a bounded projection onto Yp (i.e. the range of T) for all
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1 < p < oo. Since Lp(0,1) is plainly isomorphic to a complemented subspace of Yp,
Pelczynski's decomposition argument (e.g. [10]) will complete the proof.
The existence of the projection P in the last result implies the following extension
of Rosenthal's inequality to the range 1 < p < 2; this extension was first proved by
Johnson and Schechtman [9].

COROLLARY3.3.

Let 1 < p < 2. Then
£**

£©**

fc=i

for all independent

symmetric

k=i

random variables Xi,X2,

■■■,Xn.

A different proof of this result will appear in [9] together with its generalization
to the setting of rearrangement invariant spaces.
We conclude with some further consequences of Proposition 3.1.

COROLLARY3.4.
of 7. Then

Let 1 < p < 00 and let (7k)k=i oe independent sub-a-fields
( n

\ 1/2

£(£(/|7fc))2

\k=\

J

<Cps¡n\\f\\p
P

for all f gLp(VL).
PROOF. Take fk — f (I < k < n) in Proposition 3.1 in the range 1 < p <
00. The case p = 00 is obvious because the conditional expectation operator is a
contraction

on Loo(Q).

REMARK 3.5. Observe that the choice of / = 1 shows that the constant \/ñ
is of the correct order. Corollary 3.4 is only interesting in the range 1 < p < 2,
for in the range 2 < p < 00 it follows easily from Minkowski's inequality. The
result breaks down completely when p = 1. To see this, let Xi,X2,- ■■,Xn be
independent nonnegative random variables with EXk — 1. Then -E(n"=i Xi\Xk) =

Xk and || YYk=iXk\\i — 1- Taking Xk = \9k\, where 9i,$2, ■■■,On are independent
symmetric r-stable random variables (1 < r < 2), gives ||(XX=i ^fc)l72||i ~ nx/T.
So when p = 1 the factor of ^/ñ in Corollary 3.4 must be replaced by n.
Our final theorem should be viewed as a generalization of Khintchine's inequality.

THEOREM 3.6.

Let 1 < p < 2 and let Xi,X2,.

ric random variables.

■■,Xn be independent symmet-

Then

IIELi^llp gpŒXi ll^ll2)172

riLiira*

PROOF.

Let ai,02,...,an

riLiii^iii

Applying Proposition 3.1 with

be real numbers.

fk = akf (1 <k <n) gives
1/2

J2(akE(f\7k))2) <cJ¿a¡
V.fc=l

Kk=l

Let

lA-fcl
*=n[ \\Xkh

lip-
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Then

\_Xkh
\\x\\p=n
\Xkh
k=l

and

E(X\Xk) =

\Xk\

\Xkh

Putting f = X and Ok — ||^fc||i gives
\ i/2
£^2

.fc=i

< r ÍY^iumi2!
<CP

rifc=ill^fcllp

2^HAfclli

TV1—Ily II '

/

while by Khintchine's inequality
1/2

n

£*2

£**

fc=i

^fc=i

The desired conclusion now follows.
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